THE ONE MINUTE MANAGER MEETS THE MONKEY

William Oncken Jr. putting monkeys on the proper backs.
Its tough to work for a nervous boss, Especially If you are the one who is making your boss nervous!
Why is it that some managers are typically running out of time while their staffs are typically running Out of work?
The indispensable Managers can be harmful, not valuable, especially when they impede the work of others.
A MONKEY IS THE NEXT MOVE
For every monkey there are two parties involved:
One to work it
And
One to supervise it
So, when you take monkeys of your subordinates, then you acquire the worker role and the subordinate acquires the supervisory role.

The more often you say, “I will look into it and get back to you”, the more monkeys you are taking from your subordinates.
- When you pick up monkeys of your subordinates which they can handle, they get the message that you want them.

- So, the more you pick up, the more they would give you.
Every time one of your people come to you and share a problem and you take the monkey away from that person, what you mean to him is “You are not capable of handling this problem so I would better take care of it myself”
“As parents we have taken all the “next moves” away from our kids. As a result, all the monkeys are on our backs, and the kids don’t learn responsibility.

In our well intentioned desire to give them the good things we didn’t have, sometimes neglect to give them the good things we did have.”
Things not worth doing
Are
Not doing worth well
We neglect our own monkeys and make other people dependent upon us and deprive them of opportunities to learn to solve their own problems.

General George C Marshall said, “If you want someone to be for you, never let him feel he is dependent on you. Make him feel that you are in some way dependent on him.”
Experience is not what Happens to you; its what you do with what happens to you.
The more you get rid of your people’s monkeys, the more time you have for your people.
- You would develop the reputation among the staff as the most accessible manager.

- They could see you as often as they wish and for as long as they wish
Oncken’s Rules of Monkey Management

- **Rule 1**: Descriptions:
  - The ‘next moves’ are specified
- **Rule 2**: Owners: The monkey is assigned to a person
- **Rule 3**: Insurance Policies- The risk is covered
- **Rule 4**: Monkey Feeding and Checkup Appointments: The time and place for follow-up is specified.
The purpose of the rules of monkey management is to help ensure that the right things get done the right way at the right time by the right people.
Rule 1: means that a boss and a staff member shall not part company until appropriate “next moves” have been described. E.g of monkey descriptions are “Prepare a Sales Proposal”, “Obtain final cost figures from accounting”, “Get the contract signed”
Benefits of adhering to Rule 1

- The first benefit of Rule 1 is that the subordinates will tend to do more careful planning before the discussion begins.
- The second benefit is that it biases any situation toward action by your people.
  - Many situations are biased toward paralysis, and no progress can be made until someone makes a “next move.”
Specifying “next moves” can provide a quadruple boost in motivation for the owner of the monkey.

First, describing the monkey clarifies the “next move” and the more clearly one understands what must be done, the greater the energy and motivation that exists for doing it.

Second, it increases motivation by helping one take the all-important first step on a project, which is often the most difficult one to make.
Third, it breaks the project into bit-size pieces, and it is much less daunting to think about making a single “next move” on a project than to worry about all the effort required to complete the entire project.

Fourth, increases motivation by allowing one to switch his focus back and forth from goals to “next moves”
Rule 2 of monkey management states that the dialogue between boss and staff member must not end until ownership of each monkey is assigned to a person.

- This is based on the fact that people take better care of things they own than things they don’t.
- Also, if ownership of the monkey is not specified, nobody assumes personal responsibility for it and it follows that nobody can be held accountable for it
All monkeys must be handled at the lowest organizational level consistent with their welfare!!
There are legitimate reasons for keeping the monkeys at lowest possible level

- The staff has more collective time, energy, and more knowledge for handling monkeys than the managers do.
- The staff members are closer to their work than the manager is and are thus in a better position to handle their monkeys.
- Keeping the staff’s monkeys out of your office is the only way to preserve some of your own discretionary time.
There are powerful forces pushing and pulling the monkeys upwards. There are so many reasons:

- The principal reason is that a manager enjoy handling their staff’s work far more than they enjoy management.
- Sometimes organizational policies also do it.
The only way
To develop responsibility
In people
Is to give them
Responsibility.
Rule 3 of monkey management states that the dialogue between boss and staff member shall not end until all monkeys have been insured.

This rule provides a systematic way to balance your staff’s need for freedom in handling their monkeys with, simultaneously, your responsibility for the outcome.
Giving your people authority and freedom benefits both you and them.

- The benefit to you is discretionary time.
- Freedom allows your people to enjoy the many benefits of self management (more satisfaction, more energy, higher morale etc.).

- But every benefit has its cost. The cost of giving your people more freedom is the increased risk that freedom entails.
- Monkey insurance is designed to make sure they make *only affordable mistakes*!

- That is why all monkeys must be insured by one of the following policies
Monkey insurance policies

- 1. Recommend, then act
- 2. Act, then advise
Recommend, Then Act

- Provides insurance in situations where you feel there is a reasonable risk that one of your people might make an unaffordable mistake if left to his or her own devices.
- On these matters you would require your people to formulate recommendations that you must approve before they could proceed any further.
- This provides protection, but at the cost of more of your time and some of your people’s freedom.
Act, Then Advice

- Is for monkeys you are pretty sure your people can handle successfully on their own

- They should be free to resolve the matters and inform you afterward at whatever time they think is appropriate

- This gives them a lot of operating room and saves you a lot of supervisory time
Practice

Hands-off management as much as possible and Hands-on management as much as necessary
You could do this by encouraging your people to utilize level 2 insurance as much as possible and requiring them to use level 1 insurance as much as necessary.
Never let the Company go down the drain simply for the sake of practicing good management.
The success of a company is a function of the health of its monkeys.

Because monkey health is so vital, monkeys must periodic check ups to maintain their well being.
Rule 4 of monkey management states that the dialogue between boss and staff member shall not end until the monkey has a checkup appointment.

The purpose of monkey check up is two fold:

- To catch people doing something right and praise them for it.
- To spot problems and take corrective action before the problems become crises.
The process of discovering and correcting problems tends to

- Lower the boss’s anxieties
- Develop people’s competence through coaching
- The coaching increases the odds that the boss will eventually be able to delegate to that person
Assigning involves a single monkey; delegation involves a family of monkeys.
□ In delegation, your people would identify monkeys, insure them, assume ownership of them, and perform their own checkups on the monkeys.

□ Your involvement is limited to checking on the overall project from time to time, which means you don’t have to get involved with the scores of individual monkeys that constitute the project, and a project checkup requires far less time than checking on each of the monkeys.
As you achieve delegation on more and more projects, more and more discretionary time is released to spend with your boss, peers, customers and yourself.
THE PURPOSE OF COACHING IS TO GET INTO POSITION TO DELEGATE!
Managers cannot delegate until they are reasonably confident that

- The project is on the right track
- Their people can successfully handle the project on their own

Managers who give their people project responsibility without such confidence are not delegating—they are abdicating responsibility.
Three kinds of Organizational Time

BOSS IMPOSED TIME

SYSTEM IMPOSED TIME

SELF IMPOSED TIME
Boss Imposed Time
Keeping bosses satisfied takes time, but dealing with dissatisfied ones takes even more time

Always do what your Boss wants.

If you don’t like what your boss wants, change what your boss wants, but always do what your boss wants.

This is not to say that you should always agree with your bosses. On the contrary:
If you always Agree with your boss, One of you Is not Necessary
SYSTEM IMPOSED TIME
It is time we spend on the administrative and related demands from people (peers/associates) other than our bosses and our own staffs, demands that are part of every organization.
SELF IMPOSED TIME
- It is time spent doing the things we decide to do, not things done strictly in response to the initiatives of our bosses, peers and the people who report to us.

- Self imposed time is the most important of the three types of time because that’s the only time in which we have discretion to express our own individuality within an organization.
Self imposed time comes in two varieties, good and bad: discretionary and subordinate imposed time.

- **Discretionary time** is time in which we do the things that make our work truly rewarding over and above financial compensation - things such as creating, innovating, leading, planning and organizing.

- **Subordinate imposed time** is the time spent working on your staff’s monkeys.
- If we don’t comply with our bosses’ wishes we will be guilty of **insubordination**
- If we don’t conform to the system’s requirements, we will be guilty of **non cooperation**
- If we don’t do what we promised our staff, we will be guilty of **procrastination**
Outcome

• Change Of Mentality From Do-er to Manager.
• Invest time in improving people in the system to the point where more is done.
• Surplus time in doing directory activities.
• Doing more of managing and less of being managed.
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